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Let V be a representation of a finite group G. By using the trace formula for
the free Lie algebra generated by V, we compute the growth of multiplicities
 . of irreducible components in L V as n varies. We also decompose L V [n a 1
.  .  .  .??? [ V and L V m ??? m V into irreducible GL V = ??? = GL V -modules.k n 1 k 1 k
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0. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a group and V a finite dimensional G-module. Consider the
 .  .free Lie algebra L V generated by V. Then L V decomposes into
 .homogeneous subspaces L V which are subspaces spanned byn
w ww x x x  .??? ¨ ¨ ¨ ??? ¨ where ¨ g V. L V also has a G-module structure1 2 3 n i n
 w ww x x x w ww x xinduced from V i.e., given by g ??? ¨ ¨ ¨ ??? ¨ s ??? g¨ g¨ g¨ ???1 2 3 n 1 2 3
x. w x  .g¨ . In KK95 , there is a trace formula for the L V :n n
1 nrdd< <Tr g L V s m d Tr g V ;g g G, ;n g N. 1 .  .  . .  .n n <d n
We can see that by putting g s e, the above trace formula is a generaliza-
tion of Witt's dimension formula for free Lie algebras.
In Section 2, by using the trace formula, we are going to decompose
 .L V into irreducible components as explicitly as possible, when V is anyn
representation of the symmetric group and when n satisfies some condi-
 .tion. For S -module V, we shall decompose L V completely for infinitely3 n
many n's satisfying some condition. We shall also see the growth of
 .multiplicities of irreducible components in L V , where V is a represen-n
tation of any finite group.
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 .  .In Section 3, we decompose L V into irreducible GL V -modules.n
 w x.Although this already has been done before see Bak87 , we give a
completely different proof using the trace formula and symmetric func-
tions. Furthermore, we can generalize this fact to the problem of decom-
 .  .position of L V [ ??? [ V and L V m ??? m V into irreduciblen 1 k n 1 k
 .  .GL V = ??? = GL V -modules.1 k
We express our sincere gratitude to Professor Seok-Jin Kang for his
helpful advice and guidance.
1. GRADED LIE ALGEBRA AND ITS TRACE FORMULA
Let G be a group, and V s [ V a direct sum of finite dimensionaliiG1
 .G-modules. For each i G 1, we let a s 0,???, 0, 1, 0, ??? where 1 appearsi
 .  4in the ith place, and define an abelian semigroup G s [ Z a R 0 .G 0 iiG1
 .We also define deg ¨ s a for ¨ g V . Then the free Lie algebra L Vi i i i
 .  .generated by V is a graded Lie algebra L V s [ L V whereaa g G
 .  . ww w x x xL V is a subspace of L V spanned by the ??? ¨ ¨ ??? ¨ 's such thata i i i1 2 kk  . w x deg ¨ s a . L V has a natural G-module structure and in KK95js1 i aj
 .there also is a trace formula for L V ,a
1 k rd y 1 ! . . k rdi id< <Tr g L V s m d Tr g V 2 .  .  . .  . a id  k rd ! .id)0
<d k for all ii
< <for g g G, a s  k a . From now on, we shall write d a to mean d kiG1 i i i
 .  . < <for all i. Note that [ L V s L V where a means the sum ofa n< a <sn
 .coefficients of a in a and L V is defined in Section 0. By comparingi n
 .  .1 and 2 , we have
< <Tr g L V s Tr g L V , .  . .  .n a
< <a sn
1 nrdd <m d Tr g V .  .n <d n
1 k rd y 1 ! . . k rdi id <s m d Tr g V .  .   id  k rd ! .i< < <a sn d a
1 nrd ! . k rdid <s m d Tr g V . .  .   in  k rd ! .i< < <a sn d a
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2. DECOMPOSITION AS A REPRESENTATION OF A
FINITE GROUP G
2.1. Symmetric Groups and Free Lie Algebras
For n G 3, consider the representations of the symmetric group S . Inn
group representation theory, it is a well-known fact that for each partition
l of n, there corresponds exactly one irreducible representation V of S .l n
 .Define R S s [ Zx where l runs through all partitions of n andn Vl l
 .where x is the character of V . R S is a free Z-module and also has aV l nl
ring structure via
x ? x s x s c x for some c g Z .V V V mV m V m G 0l l9 l l9 m
m
 .Note that an element in R S which is a non-negative integral linearn
 .combination of x 's is a character of S and any element in R S isV n nl k  .  .called a virtual character. For each k G 1, define c : R S ª C Sn class n
by
c k f g s f g k ; f g R S , ;g g S , .  .  . . n n
 .where C S is the set of complex-valued class functions on S . It isclass n n
k .  .  .known that c f g R S for all k and f g R S , and for any irre-n n
ducible character x of S and k which is relatively prime to the order ofn
k .  w x.S , c x is an irreducible character of S see Ser77 . Now we cann n
check the following lemma.
LEMMA 2.1.1. For any partition l of n,
c k x s x .V Vl l
 kfor all k coprime to n! i.e., x is in¨ariant under c for k 's such thatVl
 . .gcd k, n! s 1 .
Proof. Note that for any cycle s of length in S , s k is still a cycle ofn
 .length d, because gcd k, n! s 1. Also any conjugacy class of S corre-n
 .sponds to some partition m s m ,???, m of n, where m s n, that is, to1 m i
the product of disjoint cycles s ,???, s where the length of s is m . So1 m i i
 .for any element s ??? s in S where the s 's are disjoint cycles1 m n i
 .k k ks ??? s s s ??? s lies in the same conjugacy class as s ??? s .1 m 1 m 1 m
Therefore,
c k x s ??? s s x s k ??? s k s x s ??? s .  .  . .V 1 m V 1 m V 1 ml l l
and hence
kc x s x . .V Vl l
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Now, let V s [ V [cl, where l runs through all partitions of n, V isl ll
the corresponding irreducible representation, and c G 0. Put G sl
[ Z a where l runs through all partitions of n and the a 's areG 0 l ll
the formal basis of G. Define deg ¨ s a for ¨ g V , and for any a sl l
< < k a g G, a s  k . By applying the trace formula to V, we havel l l l l
< <Tr g L V s Tr g L V .  . .  .m a
< <a sm
1 mrd ! . k rdld k r dl<s m d Tr g V c . .  .   l lm  k rd ! .l< < d)0a sm
<d a
In terms of characters, it can be written
1 mrd ! . k rdldx s m d c c x . .  .    .L V . l Vm lm  k rd ! .l< < d)0a sm
<d a
 .If gcd m, n! s 1, then by the previous lemma,
1 mrd ! . k rdlx s m d c x .  .  L V . l Vm lm  k rd ! .l< < d)0a sm
<d a
1 mrd ! .
k r dl mk r ds m d c x . . l   l Vlm  k rd ! .l< < d)0a sm
<d a
In addition, if we identify W and x for any representation of S , theW n
above formula can be written more simply as follows for m which is
coprime to n!:
1 mrd ! .
k r d mk r dl lL V s m d c m V . 3 .  .  . .  m l lm  k rd ! .l< < d)0a sm
<d a
Note that the right hand side of the above equation may be seen as a sum
of virtual characters.
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 .Now by using Eq. 3 , we will compute the case for n s 3. There are
three irreducible representations of S whose character table is as follows:3
 .  .1 12 123
V 1 1 13.
V 1 y1 11, 1, 1.
V 2 0 y12, 1.
 .  .  .Say l s 3 , m s 1, 1, 1 , n s 2, 1 . Then for m which is coprime to
6 s 2 ? 3,
1 mrd ! .
L V s m d .  . m m k rd ! k rd ! k rd ! .  . .l m n< < d)0a sm
<d a
= ckl r dckm r dckn r dV mkl r d m V mkm r d m V mkn r d .l m n l m n
Also,
V mkl r d m V mkm r d m V mkn r d s V mkn r dl m n n
and
1 k rdmk r d k r dy1 nn nV s 2 q y1 V q V .  . .n l m3
1 k rdy1k r d nnq 2 q y1 V , . . n3
which can be checked by elementary calculation using the above character
table. Therefore,
L V s V [am [ V [bm [ V [cm , .m l m n
<d a1 mrd ! .
k r d k r d k r dl m na s m d c c c . m l m nm k rd ! k rd ! k rd ! .  . .l m n< < d)0a sm
1 k rdk r dy1 nn= 2 q y1 , . .3
b s a ,m m
1 mrd ! .
k r d k r d k r dl m nc s m d c c c . m l m nm k rd ! k rd ! k rd ! .  . .l m n< < d)0a sm
<d a
1 k rdy1k r d nn= 2 q y1 . . .3
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Remark. Until now, there has been no satisfactory answer for the
explicit decomposition of the tensor product of representations of S .n
Instead, there are several computational methods for this under certain
 w x.conditions see FH91, JK81 . By using these methods, one may decom-
 .pose 3 further under certain conditions.
2.2. Growth of Multiplicities}Part 1
Let G be a given finite group and V a G-module. In this section, we will
show how the multiplicities of any irreducible representation of G in
 .L V behaves as n increases. It is known from the Witt's dimensionn
 .formula, that the dimension of L V grows exponentially as n increases.n
So it is natural to expect that the multiplicity of each irreducible represen-
 .tation in L V also grows exponentially. Here we will prove this factn
 .  <  . < 4under certain conditions. Put Z V s g g G x g s dim V . Since allV
 . < < <  . <eigenvalues of g in GL V are G th roots of unity, x g F dim V forV
<  . <  .all g g G and x g s dim V implies that x g s z dim V for someV V g
root of unity z .g
 .LEMMA 2.2.1. Z V is a normal subgroup of G.
 .  .Proof. For any g, h g Z V , we may write x g s z dim V andV g
 .x h s z dim V. Then,V h
x gh s z z dim V , .V g h
x gy1 s zy1dim V . .V g
 .So Z V is a subgroup of G. For all g g G and h g G,
< y1 < y1x g s Tr g V s Tr hgh V s x hgh . .  .  .  .V V
 .Therefore Z V is a normal subgroup of G.
 .Let W be a given irreducible representation of G. Put C W sV
 < <.  .1r G  x g . Then we have the following proposition:g g ZV . W
PROPOSITION 2.2.1. Under the abo¨e notations, if dim V G 2, then
x , x .L V . Wnlim s C W . .n V1rn dim V .  .n
 .  .Hence, if C W / 0, then x , x has an exponential growth.V L V . Wn
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Proof. By the trace formula,
1 nrddx g s m d x g , .  .  .L V . Vn n <d n
and
x , x .L V . Wn
1
s x g x g .  . L V . Wn< <G ggG
1 1 nrdds m d x g x g .  . .  V W< <G nggG <d n
1 nrdds m d x g x g .  . .  V W< <n G < ggGd n
1 nrdn ds x g x g q m d x g x g . .  .  .  . .  V W V W< <  /n G ggG < ggGd n
d)1
Also
n n nx g x g s x g x g q x g x g . .  .  .  .  .  .  V W V W V W
ggG  .  .ggZ V gfZ V
 .  . < <Note that Z V is a finite group and for each g g Z V , there is a G th
 .root of unity z such that x g s z dim V. Hence, there is an l g N suchg V g
l  .  .that z s 1 for all g g Z V . For all n ' 0 mod l ,g
1 nnx g x g s dim V C W .  .  .  . V W V< <G  .ggZ V
and
1 n
x , x y dim V C W .  .  .L V . W Vn n




x , x .L V . Wn y C W .n V1rn dim V .  .
n dw xnr21 x g x g dim V dim W .  .  .V WF q  n n< <G  /dim V dim V .  . . ggG ds1gfZ V
w xnr2 q1n1 M 1 dim W dim V y 1 .
< < < <F G dim W q Gn n< < < <G G dim V y 1dim V dim V .  .
w xn nr2 q1M 1 dim V y 1 .
F dim W q dim W ,n /dim V dim V y 1dim V .
 <  . < <  .4where M s max x g g f Z V - dim V. The last quantity ap-V
 .proaches zero as n increases to infinity satisfying n ' 0 mod l .
COROLLARY 2.2.1. Let V be a representation of a symmetric group S ford
d G 5 where V contains at least one irreducible representation of dimension
G 2 in its decomposition. Then for all irreducible representations W of S ,d
x , x 1 .L V . Wnlim s dim W .n d!1rn dim V .  .n
 .  4Proof. First, we claim that Z V s e for any irreducible representa-
 .tion V of dimension G 2. Since Z V is a normal subgroup of S andd
 .  4  .d G 5, Z V s e , A or S . If Z W s A or S , thend d d d
1 1 2
x , x s x g x g G dim V .  .  .  . V V V Vd! d!S Ad d
1 d! 2G dim V G 2. .
d! 2
 .This contradicts the fact that x , x s 1 and hence we may concludeW W
 .  4that Z V s e .
Now, consider our given representation V of S which contains at leastd
one irreducible representation of dimension G 2. Then, from the above
 .  4fact, Z V s e .
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 .  .By applying the previous proposition with C W s 1rd! dim W, weV
have
x , x 1 .L V . Wnlim s dim W .n d!1rn dim V .  .n
2.3. Growth of Multiplicities}Part 2
In the previous section, we have seen the asymptotic behavior of
multiplicities of irreducible representations under certain conditions. If we
look closely at the proof of our proposition, we find that the exponential
 .  .mngrowth of x , x strongly depends on the growth of x , x . InL V . W V Wn
this section, we introduce another computation which shows the exponen-
 . tial growth of x , x , where V is an isotypic representation i.e.,L V . Wn[m .V s U for some G-module U and m G 2 , not depending on the growth
 .mnof x , x . Let G be a finite group and V a G-module of the formV W
V s U[m where U is a G-module and m G 2. Consider the free Lie
 . malgebra L V generated by V. Put G s [ Z a where a sG 0 i iis1
 .0,???, 0, 1, 0,???, 0 with 1 occurring in the ith place. Regard V as V s U [1
U [ ??? [ U where U s U for all i and define deg u s a for all2 m i i i
u g U .i i
For a given irreducible representation W of G,
x , x s x , x q x , x .  .  . L V . W L V . W L V . Wn a a
< < < <a sn a sn
 .  .gcd a s1 gcd a /1
G x , x . L V . Wa
< <a sn
 .gcd a s1
1 n!
mns x , x . . U Wn  k ! .i< <a sn
 .gcd a s1
 .The last equality follows from 2 .
Now, we need the following lemmas:
LEMMA 2.3.1.
n! 1
ny2c [ G 2 for n G 3.  k ! n .i< <a sn
 .gcd a s1
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Proof. Note that for all n G 1,
2n ! 2 3 4 5 2n 2n 1 1 .
2 ns ??? G 2 .
n!n! 1 1 2 2 n n 2n 2n
Now, let n G 3,
 .  .  .Case 1. n ' 2 mod 4 , then gcd n, nr2 y 2 s 1 s gcd n, nr2 q 2
and
n! nr2 y 1 nr2 n! .  .
s
nr2 y 2 ! nr2 q 2 ! nr2 q 1 nr2 q 2 nr2 ! nr2 ! .  .  .  .  .  .
1 n!
G ?




 .Since there are m m y 1 a 's of the form k s nr2 y 2, k s nr2 q 2i j
for some 1 F i, j F m and k s 0 for l / i, j,l
1
ny2c G m m y 1 2 . .
n
 .  .Case 2. n ' 0 mod 4 , then gcd n, nr2 y 1 s 1 and
n! nr2 n!
s
nr2 y 1 ! nr2 q 1 ! nr2 q 1 nr2 ! nr2 ! .  .  .  .  .
1 n!
G




As in Case 1,
1
ny2c G m m y 1 2 . .
n
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  . .Case 3. n is odd, then gcd n, n y 1 r2 s 1 and
n! n n y 1 ! .
s
n y 1 r2 ! n q 1 r2 ! n q 1 r2 n y 1 r2 ! n y 1 r2 ! .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .
n y 1 ! .
G









ny2c G m m y 1 2 . .
n
LEMMA 2.3.2. Under the abo¨e situation, for n G 3
1
ny2
mnx , x G m m y 1 2 x , x . .  .  .L V . W U W2n n
 .  .mnFurthermore, x , x s 0 if and only if x , x s 0.L V . W U Wn
Proof. By Lemma 2.3.1,
1 n!
mnx , x G x , x .  .L V . W U Wn n  k ! .i< <a sn
 .gcd a s1
1
ny2
mnG m m y 1 2 x , x . .  .U W2n
 .  [m.  [m.mnNote that we can view L V s L U as a G-submodule of Un n
 mn.[m n  .  .s U since L V is the smallest Lie subalgebra in T V generated
 .by V, where T V is the tensor algebra of V. So for all n,
x , x F mn x mn , x . .  .L V . W U Wn
 .By comparing with the last result, x , x s 0 if and only ifL V . Wn
 .mnx , x s 0.U W
PROPOSITION 2.3.1. Let U, W be G-modules and m G 2. Put V s U[m.
 .mnSuppose x , x / 0 for infinitely many n's. ThenU W
log x , x r x mn , x .  . .L V . W U Wnlim ) 0,
nngT
 < . 4mnwhere T s n g N x , x / 0 .U W
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Proof. The proposition follows directly from Lemma 2.3.2.
COROLLARY 2.3.1. Under the abo¨e condition,
log x , x .L V . Wnlim ) 0.
nngT
 .That is, x , x has an exponential growth on non-zero ¨alues.L V . Wn
Proof. The corollary is clear from the above proposition.
 .3. DECOMPOSITION AS A GL V -MODULE
 .3.1. Weyl’s Construction of Irreducible GL V -MODULE
Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over C. For each n g N,
mn  .V has a GL V -module structure;
g ? ¨ m ??? m ¨ s g ? ¨ m ??? m g ? ¨ ;g g GL V . .  .  .  .1 n 1 n
Also, the symmetric group S acts on V mn from the right;n
¨ m ??? m ¨ ? s s ¨ m ??? m ¨ ;s g S . .  .  .1 n s 1. s n. n
 .Note that this action of S commutes with the left action of GL V . Ton
each partition l of n is associated a canonical Young tableau i.e., the
.Young diagram with the boxes numbered from 1 to n in a natural way .
 < 4Put P s P s s g S s preserves each row of the Young tableau andl n
 < 4Q s Q s s g S s preserves each column of the Young Tableau . Therel n
are two elements a , b g CS defined byl l n
a s s , b s sgn t t . . l l
sgP tgQ
Finally, set c s a ? b g CS which is called the Young symmetrizer. Wel l l n
mn  .denote the image of the action of c on V by S V ,l l
S V s V mn ? c , .l l
 .  .which is again a representation of GL V . We call S V the Weyl modulel
corresponding to l. Now, we have the following theorem:
 .THEOREM 3.1.1. Let l s l , l , ??? be a partition of n.1 2
 .  . 1 Let k s dim V. Then S V is zero if l / 0. If l s l Gl kq1 1
.l G ??? G l G 0 , then2 k
l y l q j y ii j
dim S V s S 1,???, 1 s , 4 .  .  .l l j y i1Fi-jFk
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 .where S x ,???, x is the Schur polynomial corresponding to l with kl 1 k
¨ariables.
 .2 Let m be the dimension of the irreducible representation V of Sl l n
corresponding to l. Then
[mmn lV s S V . 5 .  .[ l
l&n
 .  .  .3 For any g g GL V , the trace of g on S V is the ¨alue of thel
Schur polynomial on the eigen¨alues c ,???, c of g on V:1 k
x g s S c ,???, c . 6 .  .  .S V . l 1 kl
 .  .  .4 Each S V is an irreducible representation of GL V .l
w xProof. See FH91 .
For our main argument, we need more facts about Weyl modules.
Let V, W be finite dimensional vector spaces over C. For any partitions
 .  .  .  .l of n and m of m, S V m S W is an irreducible GL V = GL W -l m
 .  .  .  .  .module whose trace of g, h g GL V = GL W on S V m S W isl m
< < <Tr g , h S V m S W s Tr g S V ? Tr h S W . .  .  .  .  . . .  .l m l m
PROPOSITION 3.1.1. Let V, W be finite dimensional ¨ector spaces o¨er C
 .  .and n a partition of n. Then as GL V = GL W -modules,
[NlmnS V [ W s S V m S W , 7 .  .  .  . .[n l m
< < < <l q m sn
the sum o¨er all partitions l, m such that the sum of numbers partitioned by l
and m is n and where N is the Littlewood]Richardson coefficient. Also welmn
ha¨e
[ClmnS V m W s S V m S W , 8 .  .  .  . .[n l m
l, m&n
the sum o¨er all partitions l, m of n and where C is the multiplicities of thelmn
irreducible representation V of S corresponding to n in the decomposition ofn n
V m V .l m
w xProof. See FH91 .
By applying the above proposition inductively, we can state the following
more general facts.
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COROLLARY 3.1.1. Let V ,???, V be finite dimensional ¨ector spaces o¨er1 k
C and n a partition of n. Then
 .[a l ,???, l1 kS V [ ??? [ V s S V m ??? m S V , 9 .  .  .  . .[n 1 k l 1 l k1 k
< < l sni
the sum o¨er all partitions l ,???, l such that the sum of numbers partitioned1 k
 .by l ,???, l is n and where a l ,???, l is some non-negati¨ e integer. Also we1 k 1 k
ha¨e
 .[b l ,???, l1 kS V m ??? m V s S V m ??? m S V , 10 .  .  .  . .[n 1 k l 1 l k1 k
l &ni
 .the sum o¨er all partitions l ,???, l of n and where b l ,???, l is some1 k 1 k
non-negati¨ e integer.
3.2. Decomposition of Free Lie Algebras into Weyl Modules
In Subsection 3.1, we have seen that V mn decomposes uniquely into
 . mnWeyl modules. Hence the submodule L V of V also decomposesn
uniquely into Weyl modules which occurs in the decomposition of V mn. By
 . mn  .9 , if VsV [???[V , then V decomposes uniquely into S V m1 k l 11
 . < <  .??? m S V 's where  l s n, which is an irreducible GL V = ??? =l k i 1k
 .GL V -module. Hence, under the notation given in Section 1, for eachk
< <  .  .  .a g G with a s n, L V is a GL V = ??? = GL V -module and de-a 1 k
 .  .composes uniquely into S V m ??? m S V 's which occur in the decom-l 1 l k1 kmn  .position of V . Also by 10 , we can give a similar argument for the case
V s V m ??? m V .1 k
Summarizing the above argument, we have the following fact:
PROPOSITION 3.2.1. Let V ,???, V be finite dimensional ¨ector spaces1 k
o¨er C.
 .1 For each a g G,
 .[c l ? ? ? l1 kL V [ ??? [ V s S V m ??? m S V , .  .  . .[a 1 k l 1 l k1 k
< < < < l s ai
< < < <  .the sum o¨er all partitions l ,???, l with  l s a and where c l ,???, l1 k i 1 k
is some non-negati¨ e integer.
 .2 For each n g N,
 .[d l ,???, l1 kL V m ??? m V s S V m ??? m S V , .  .  . .[n 1 k l 1 l k1 k
l &ni
 .the sum o¨er all partitions l of n and where d l ,???, l is some non-nega-i 1 k
ti¨ e integer.
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 .  .So it remains to find the multiplicities c l ,???, l 's and d l ,???, l 's.1 k 1 k
There is only one known result concerning the above question.
THEOREM 3.2.1. Let V be a finite dimensional ¨ector space o¨er C. Then
[clL V s S V , .  .[n l
l&n
1
n r dc s m d x t , .  .l Vln <d n
where V is the irreducible representation of S corresponding to l andl n
 .t s 1, 2,???, n .
w xProof. See Bak87 .
3.3. Some Symmetric Functions
In this subsection, we check some notions and properties of symmetric
functions which will be used in the proof of our main theorem in this
section.
Fix a positive integer k. Let x , . . . , x be indeterminates. For each1 k
 .partition l s l ,???, l of n, we define the Schur polynomial1 k
< liqkyi <x j
S s S x ,???, x s . .l l 1 k kyi< <x j
 .  .Let P n be the set of all partitions l of n and for each l g P n ,
 .  m1 m2 . < < 4 <l s l , l , ??? s 1 , 2 , ??? where m s l l s i . Note that there1 2 i j j
 .is a one to one correspondence between P n and the set of conjugacy
classes of S .n
 . j  .Define P s P x , . . . , x s  x and for each l g P n , P s P .j j 1 k i l l i
Now, we have the following lemma:
 .LEMMA 3.3.1. For each l g P n ,
P s x lS ,l m m
m&n
where x l is the character ¨alue of irreducible representation V of S at them m n
conjugacy class corresponding to l.
w xProof. See Mac79 .
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 .Let V be a k-dimensional vector space over C. For each g g GL V
with eigenvalues c , . . . , c g C,1 k
nnmn<Tr g V s c q ??? qc s P c , . . . , c . .  . . . 1 k 1 1 k
By the above lemma,
nmn<Tr g V s P c ,???, c . . . 1 1 k
s x 1,???, 1.S c ,???, c . m m 1 k
m&n
s dim V S c ,???, c . m m 1 k
m&n
 .  .Note that S c ,???, c s 0 if l s l , l , ??? and l / 0. So we canl 1 k 1 2 kq1
observe that the above equation is consistent with the decomposition of
V mn given in Theorem 3.1.1.
3.4. Multiplicities of the Irreducible Components
Now, we will compute the multiplicities of the irreducible components:
 .  .the c l ,???, l 's and d l ,???, l 's given in Subsection 3.2.1 k 1 k
First, we will give another proof of Theorem 3.2.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.2.1. By Proposition 3.2.1, we have the first identity.
 .  .Hence the trace of g g GL V with eigenvalues c ,???, c on L V is1 k n
<Tr g L V s c S c ,???, c . .  . . n l l 1 k
l&n
 .Recall the trace formula for L V ,n
1 nrdd< <Tr g L V s m d Tr g V .  . .  .n n <d n
1 nrdd ds m d c q ??? qc .  . 1 kn <d n
1 nrds m d P c , . . . , c . .  . . d 1 kn <d n
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 .  n r d.Note that the partition m s d,???, d s d corresponds to the conju-
n r d  .gacy class of t in S where t s 1,???, n . By Lemma 3.3.1,n
nrd mP c ,???, c s x S c ,???, c .  . . d 1 k l l 1 k
l&n




n r d<Tr g L V s m d x t S c ,???, c .  .  .  . .  n V l 1 kln < l&nd n
1
n r ds m d x t S c ,???, c . .  .  .  V l 1 kl /nl&n <d n
Since c ,???, c can be arbitrary complex numbers and the symmetric1 k
functions S 's are linearly independent, we havel
1
n r dc s m d x t . .  .l Vln <d n
Now, we are going to give a more general argument which is our main
result in this section:
THEOREM 3.4.1. Let V ,???, V be finite dimensional ¨ector spaces o¨er C1 k
and let G be as defined in Section 1. Then
 .  .1 for each a g G a s k a ,i i
 .[c l ,???, l1 kL V [ ??? [ V s S V m ??? m S V , .  .  . .[a 1 k l 1 l k1 k
l &ki i
< <1 a rd ! .
k r dic l ,???, l s m d x t , .  .  . 1 k V ili< <a  k rd ! .i<d a
where V is the irreducible representation of S corresponding to l andl k ii i
 .t s 1,???, k ;i i
 .2 for each n g N,
 .[d l ,???, l1 kL V m ??? m V s S V m ??? m S V , .  .  . .[n 1 k l 1 l k1 k
l &ni
1
n r dd l ,???, l s m d x t , .  .  . 1 k Vlin <d n
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where V is the irreducible representation of S corresponding to l andl n ii
 .t s 1,???, n .
 .Proof. We will give the proof only for the c l ,???, l since the proof1 k
 .for d l ,???, l is almost the same.1 k
 .  .  .Let g s g ,???, g g GL V = ??? = GL V be such that the eigenval-1 k 1 k
ues of g are given by ci's where 1 F j F dim V . By Proposition 3.2.1, wei j i
may write
< i iTr g L s c l ,???, l S c ,???, c . . .    .a 1 k l 1 dim Vi i
< < < < l s ai
 .Recall the trace formula for L V [ ??? [ V :a 1 k
<Tr g L .a
< <1 a rd ! . k rdid <s m d Tr g V .  .  i i< <a  k rd ! .i<d a
< <1 a rd ! . k rdii is m d P c ,???, c .   .d 1 dim Vi< <a  k rd ! .i<d a
< <1 a rd ! .
k r d i iis m d x t S c ,???, c .  .    .V i l 1 dim V 5l i ii< <a  k rd ! .i< l &kd a i i
< <1 a rd ! .
k r d i iis m d x t S c ,???, c .  .     .V i l 1 dim V 5l i ii< <a  k rd ! .i< l &kd a i i
< <1 a rd ! .
k r d i iis m d x t S c ,???, c . .  .     .V i l 1 dim Vl i i 5i< <a  k rd ! .il &k <d ai i
Since the ci's can be arbitrary non-zero complex numbers and thej
 .S x ,???, x 's are linearly independent, we havel 1 dim Vi i
c l ,???, l .1 k
< <¡ 1 a rd ! .
k r dim d x t if l & k , .  .  V i i i~ li< <s a  k rd ! .i<d a¢
0 otherwise.
 k i r d.  n r d.Remark. The values for x t and x t appearing in theV i V il li i
 .  .formulae for c l ,???, l and d l ,???, l may be found explicitly, using1 k 1 k
w xresults appearing in Zhu93, Zhu96 .
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